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YOUR BOOKMARK

EVENTS QUICK
GLANCE

PARKING INSIDER

Networking event Brisbane
Thursday 18 May 2017
Networking event Melbourne
Thursday 17 August 2017
Outlook Conference 2017
18-19 September, Sydney
Networking event Adelaide
23 November 2017
Parking Australia AGM
Adelaide 23 November
2017
Click to register

NEW TO MEMBER
RESOURCES

Chief Executive's Message
I have just received our membership renewal for an association that Parking
Australia belongs to that is basically an Association for Associations(yes
there is an association for almost everything!). It made me think about the
benefits that we receive from that organisation and how often we really use
their services. You know, I don't contact them every week, or even read all of
the email news they send me.However I do know that they are the "go to"
organisation for times when I need answers about our Constitution, they share
articles about the future of associations and I know they have the interests of
Parking Australia at their core. For me its an insurance of sorts. However as I
received their invoice I took some time to have a look at their website and
explore the full suite of member offerings - and I learnt a whole lot. My request
to you as either a current or potential member is, take 10 minutes to explore
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PODCAST:
What is the future for car
parking - Rachel Smith
Scan your membership card
QR code to access the latest
member resources or click
here

INSIGHT FORUM
PRESENTATIONS

If you were unable to make it
to the recent Sydney Insight
Forum on customer
experience, then you'll be
pleased to learn that
presentations from GoGet,
Q-Free and Adelaide City
Council are now available to
download.

JOIN NOW

our website and the member benefits as I expect you will be surprised if not
reminded of the library of information, PODCASTS, presentations, case
studies and articles, but the fact that we offer unlimited number of
subscriptions for a member organisation and provide business and personal
benefits such as health insurance discounts,well being programs, workplace
relations advice and hotel discounts. For members this month either via your
QR code or log in you can access the results from research we conducted on
the key issues that keep you awake at night as well as exclusive access to
presentations from GoGet, Sydney Airport, Adelaide Council and QFree. For
a coffee break why not listen to author and urban transport planner Rachel
Smith via our PODCAST service. Oh and by the way... I did renew our
membership,certainly more informed and knowing that I was supporting an
industry that directly represented us.

What will we do when everything is
automated?
The U.S. Bureau of Labor projects that by 2024
the U.S. economy will need 50% fewer people
installing and repairing electronics in cars, 42%
fewer telephone operators, 26% fewer postal
clerks, and 20% fewer parking enforcement
officers. Or, to put it another way, cars will be
better at self-repair, call routing technology will
get better at conducting verbal conversations
with humans, self-service postal machines will
get better at taking care of human transactions in the post office, and parking
meters will know how to write tickets. Read more...

Australia needs stricter rules to curb air
pollution
Have you ever left your car running as you wait
for a passenger to return from a quick errand?
It's called idling, and while it may feel easier
than switching it off and on again, it wastes
money and fuel, and dumps pollutants into the
air. Vehicle emissions are a very significant
contributor to air pollution, which causes health
problems. Read more....

Call for presentations - Outlook 2017

Membership with the
association includes access
to online resources such as
podcasts, presentations, and
the e-library. Join today to
start accessing benefits and

Parking Australia invites experienced speakers
who will bring innovative thinking, share real
world experiences, case studies and promote
stimulating and provocative conversation,
about issues important to parking to join the
line-up of keynote and session speakers for
Outlook 2017. Click here to find out more...

AED sales contribute $1000 to road
safety charity SARAH
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discounts on networking
events and industry
conferences.
Find out more....

WELCOME NEW
MEMBERS

A partnership between Parking Australia and
Physio-Control to promote the use of AEDs
(Automated External Defibrillators) in car
parks, has funded a $1000 donation to Safer
Australian Roads and Highways (SARAH).
Guy Leech, official ambassador for PhysioControl, presented the cheque to SARAH's
President, Peter Frazer at the recent
networking event. Read more...

Casino's car park hits the jackpot
The premier entertainment destination
located in Darling Harbour wanted to
revitalise its parking facility as well as extend
the luxurious atmosphere of its private
Sovereign Room, which is reserved for the
casino's high rollers.
85,000m2 of Flowcrete Australia's specialist
deck coating systems were installed across
the five-storey car parking facility to achieve a floor that would provide the
desired aesthetics as well as the necessary functionality and durability. Read
more...

The biggest challenges facing the
parking industry

EXPRESS
PARKING NEWS

During the final quarter of 2016 Parking
Australia undertook an industry poll to
determine the biggest challenges currently
facing the parking industry. This month we
bring you the results from the poll and outline
the top 3 concerns for respondents. Scan the
QR code on the back of your membership card
or click here and login to view the results.

What is the future for car parking?
Smart transportation market
worth USD 285.12 billion
Smart cities solving parking
and driving challenges
Auto ownership: new options
for urban dwellers
Unchain the imagination:
green urbanism

New to member resources is a presentation
from urban transport planner and congestion
author, Rachel Smith, who discusses
technology, disruptors, robots, fear and our
Aussie sense of entitlement, in a newly
released podcast from the PACE 2016 series.
Discover how our world is changing rapidly
and understand the seven factors which
prevent us from embracing change. Visit the
podcasts page...
Click to hear preview

DESIGNA awarded contract with Port
Authority of New York & New Jersey

QUICK LINKS
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SYDNEY INSIGHT
FORUM PHOTOS



MEET THE
EXHIBITORS FROM
PACE 2016



SIGN UP FOR
WEEKLY EXPRESS
NEWS

WE'RE SOCIAL

Late last year the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey (PANYNJ) awarded a contract
to DESIGNA to install new vehicular parking
and access control systems at four Airports
under their jurisdiction. DESIGNA will be
replacing the existing parking systems at John
F. Kennedy International Airport, Newark
Liberty International Airport, LaGuardia Airport,
and Stewart International Airport. Read more...

EZ10 starts operations at Darwin
Waterfront
On 15 February this year the EZ10 driverless
shuttle has began transporting passengers
between Indo Pacific Marine and Stokes Hill
Wharf daily, at Darwin Waterfront, Australia.
"Autonomous transport technology is no longer
science fiction - it's here and we are leading the
way," Mr Gunner said. Read more...
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Gold Members
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CONTACT US

Parking Australia
P.O. Box 47
Douglas Park NSW 2569
Tel: 1300 787 233
Fax: 02 9700 9618
Email: paa@parking.asn.au

Parking Australia, P.O. Box 47, Douglas Park, NSW 2569 Australia
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